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ABSTRACT
An Architecture for Reasoning in Hybrid Discrete-Continuous Domains
Ryan D. Young
Marcello Balduccini, Ph.D
Hybrid domains are those featuring a mix of discrete and continuous variables. Recent
research has resulted in sophisticated general purpose languages for modeling hybrid do-
mains such as PDDL+ and H as well as efficient planning algorithms based on translation to
logical formalisms. However, other reasoning tasks, such as execution monitoring and diag-
nosis, have not received as much attention. In this thesis, we address this shortcoming and
propose execution monitoring and diagnostic reasoning algorithms based on action language
H together with an agent architecture that combines planning, diagnostics, and execution
monitoring for hybrid domains. The algorithms are based on an expanded translation of
action language H to Constraint Answer Set Programming (CASP), which we developed
for this project. We demonstrate our approach on two simple, but non-trivial scenarios
including one that we tested on an actual robot.

CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background and Motivation
Many robotics domains in the real world, such as self driving cars and cognitive robotic
factories, contain components that cannot be made discrete without sacrificing necessary
precision. For example, the speed, fuel level, and turning radius of a self driving car are all
real-valued numerical components whose value is critical for proper operation. We call sys-
tems like these which combine discrete and continuous dynamic behaviors hybrid domains.
Reasoning tasks within these domains require rich models to capture the interactions be-
tween discrete and continuous changes as well as reasoning with temporal, spatial, and
continuous constraints.
The task of planning in hybrid domains has recently attracted considerable attention,
motivated by the prospect of practical real world applications. The attention has resulted
in breakthrough developments in algorithms capable of planning in hybrid domains. Agent
architectures consisting of planning alone, however, are generally unable to determine if
execution has gone astray or what may have caused an observed deviation in execution.
Unfortunately, execution monitoring and diagnostic algorithms for hybrid domains, unlike
their discrete domain counterparts, have not received as much attention as planning has.
The goal of our work is to overcome this limitation by introducing execution monitoring
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and diagnostic reasoning algorithms that are suitable for hybrid domains. In this thesis, we
present the algorithms and integrate them in a complete agent architecture. Additionally,
we evaluate our approach using two simple but non-trivial experiments, one of which is
performed on a physical robot. Part of this research was published in [1].
1.2 Related Work
Execution monitoring and diagnostic reasoning algorithms give an agent the ability to
determine when something unexpected has occurred as well as to determine potential causes
of unexpected behavior.
[2, 3] proposed an architecture capable of planning, execution monitoring, diagnostic
reasoning and replanning based upon action language AL and Answer Set Programming.
Their approach follows an Observe-Think-Act Loop, which involves observing the state of
the world, selecting a goal, planning and then repeating the process after an action is
executed. Their architecture is limited to discrete domains and has only been evaluated
using simulated agents.
Reasoning tasks in robotics domains introduce a new set of problems. At the lowest
level, many robotics actions and tasks have durative nature, while the models of domain
behavior are inherintly continuous, contrasting the instantaneous actions and discrete rea-
soning approaches groups such as [2, 3] have taken. Research groups have developed hybrid
architectures which attempt to bridge this gap. [4, 5] developed an architecture that split
reasoning tasks into High Level (HL) and Low Level (LL) components. The HL compo-
nent performed planning, execution monitoring, and diagnostic reasoning on a fully discrete
model while the LL component performed probabilistic reasoning using partially observable
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Markov decision processes (POMDP). This approach was successful in some domains but,
due to its use of POMDPs for LL reasoning, may still struggle with larger domains. Ad-
ditionally, all execution monitoring and diagnostic reasoning was done using a discretized
version of the domain.
[6] provided another approach for reasoning in robotics domains. Similar to [4], the work
by [6] split the reasoning tasks into high level and low level components. However, this work
performed all reasoning tasks at the high level and relied on the low level controller only
for interaction with, and observation of, the environment. The low level controller was
responsible for performing tasks such as collision checks and for reporting certain kinds of
information to the high level reasoner. This allowed the high level reasoner to leverage
feedback from the robot. This approach is limited in that all reasoning is done in a discrete
manner.
Another set of approaches focused on performing reasoning tasks in hybrid domains
rather than abstracting the continuous components into a separate controller. Many of these
approaches focus on domains encoded using PDDL+. PDDL+ is a standard language used
within the planning community to allow for modeling mixed discrete-continuous domains.
[7] presents a method for reducing planning to finding answer sets of suitable Con-
straint Answer Set Programming (CASP) programs, obtained via a translation of PDDL+
to CASP. Their approach does not consider any other reasoning tasks.
Similarly, [8] presents an approach to planning in domains encoded using PDDL+. Their
approach tackles planning by translating PDDL+ to the language of Satisfiability Modulo
Theories (SMT). Planning is then achieved through an SMT solver. [9] performs planning
using the same approach but a different translation from PDDL+ to SMT. Both of these
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approaches allow for planning in domains featuring non-linear dynamics and avoid the need
for separation in high-level and low-level reasoning. However, they do not consider any
additional reasoning tasks.
[10, 11] focus on PDDL+ specifications and an agent architecture capable of planning
and diagnostics. Their approach is based on Hierarchical Task Networks for planning and
on an Assumption-based Truth Maintenance System for diagnostics. Concurrent actions do
not appear to be allowed.
An agent architecture capable of planning, execution monitoring and diagnostic rea-
soning is presented in [12]. The architecture they present is focused on PDDL+ domain
specifications, but appears to only consider the discrete fragment of the language (in par-
ticular, states appear to have no duration), at least when it comes to execution monitoring
and diagnostic reasoning. Additionally, the approach does not consider concurrent actions.
[13, 14] present a method for planning in hybrid domains based on a specification for-
malized in action language H and a translation to CASP. However, similar to many of the
PDDL+ approaches, their approach does not consider any other types of reasoning.
Overall, there is a lack of execution monitoring and diagnosis algorithms that can be
combined in a holistic way with planning in hybrid domains. We aim to fill that gap with
the algorithms and architecture that we have developed.
1.3 Outline
This thesis is structured as follows. In Chapter 2, we present preliminary information that
serves as the foundation on which our work builds. In Chapter 3, our translation of action
language H to CASP and our representation of key reasoning components are described. In
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Chapter 4, we describe our complete agent architecture and the new reasoning algorithms
that we developed. In Chapter 5, we present the implementation we developed to evaluate
our architecture and experiments we performed. Finally, in Chapter 6, we discuss the major
contributions, limitations, and practical applications of our work.
CHAPTER 2: PRELIMINARIES
In this chapter we will introduce needed background information. This includes an in-
troduction to action language H, Constraint Answer Set Programming (CASP), planning
techniques for H, and a robot navigation scenario that will be used as a running example
throughout this thesis.
2.1 Action Language H
In this section, we provide an overview of action language H. We focus on a simplified
version that is sufficient for our discussion. Extending our results to the full version of H
is straightforward. Action Language H [13, 14] is a high level language for representing
and reasoning about actions and their effects. It was developed as an extension of action
language AL [15] designed to capture continuous values in its representations. Specifications
in H, like those in AL, describe a transition diagram whose nodes correspond to physical
states and whose edges correspond to actions.
In H a sort is a non-empty set of strings. A sorted signature Σ is a set of sorts and
function symbols. A process signature is a sorted signature with predefined sorts time,
action, and process. Sort time corresponds to a numerical sort which includes an ordinal ω
such that for any x ∈ time\{ω}, ω > x, with no operations defined over ω. Symbols of sort
time are called timepoints. Sort process consists of expressions of the form λT.f(T ) where
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T ranges over sort time, f(T ) is a mathematical expression possibly containing T and λ is
said to bind T in f(T ). An expression λT.f(T ) represents a function over time. Constants
are represented by functions of arity 0.
Sort action is divided into subsorts agent and exogenous. Agent actions are performed
directly by the agent, while exogenous actions occur in the environment and are beyond
the control of the agent. We assume that the function symbols include names for fluents
(properties of the domain that change over time) and standard numerical functions. Every
process signature contains reserved fluents start and end of sort time. A term of sort s is
defined recursively as follows:
1. A string y ∈ s is a term of sort s;
2. If t1, . . . , tn are terms of sorts s1, . . . , sn respectively and f : s1 × . . . × sn → s is a
function symbol then f(t1, . . . , tn) is a term of sort s.
An atom is a statement of the form t = y where t is a term of some sort s and y ∈ s.
If t is a term built from fluent symbols then such an atom is called a fluent atom. A fluent
literal of Σ is an atom t = y or its negation ¬(t = y), which we abbreviate t 6= y. If t is a
term of Boolean sort, then t = true (resp., t = false) is abbreviated t (resp., ¬t) and called
a Boolean fluent (resp., Boolean fluent literal). Otherwise, it is called numerical.
An action description of H is a set of statements of the form:
l0 if l
B
1 , . . . , l
B
n . (2.1)
a causes lB0 if l
B
1 , . . . , l
B
n . (2.2)
impossible a if lB1 , . . . , l
B
n . (2.3)
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where a is an action, l0 is a fluent literal, and l
B
i are a Boolean fluent literals.
1 Statement
(2.1) is a state constraint, saying that any state where lB1 , . . . , l
B
n are satisfied l0 is satisfied.
Statement (2.2) is called dynamic causal law and states that if action a occurs in a state
where lB1 , . . . , l
B
n are satisfied then l
B
0 will be satisfied in the following state. Statement (2.3)
is called executability condition and states that action a cannot be executed in a state in
which lB1 , . . . , l
B
n hold.
To allow for compact representations, we allow the use of variables in the above laws.
A law containing variables is viewed as a shorthand for the set of ground laws obtained by
replacing all occurrences of a variable by all possible variable-free terms.
Definition 1. Given an action description AD, an interpretation I of Σ is a mapping:
• For every non-process sort s and every expression y ∈ s, I maps y into itself i.e.
yI = y.
• The standard interpretation is used for the sort process and other standard numerical
functions and relations.
• I maps every fluent into a properly typed function.
A set s of atoms is consistent if for every atom t = y1 ∈ s, there is no y2 such that t = y2 ∈ s
and y1 6= y2. Next we define some key notions needed for the semantics of H.
Definition 2.
• Given a consistent set L of atoms of Σ
– An atom t = y is true in L (symbolically L |= t = y) iff t = y ∈ L.
– A literal t 6= y is true in L (L |= t 6= y) iff L |= t = y0 and y 6= y0.
1Laws with numerical fluent literals as conditions can also be handled, see [13] and the extensions in [7].
Here we consider a simpler version of the language for illustration purposes.
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• A set L of atoms is closed under the state constraint l0 if lB1 , . . . , lBn of AD if, whenever
L |= lBi for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, L |= l0.
• A set L of atoms is closed under state constraints of AD if L is closed under every
state constraint of AD.
A state of a transition diagram TD(AD) is a collection of functions of time defined over an
interval. The endpoints of the interval are defined by the reserved fluents start and end.
The domain of each function is the set {t|start ≤ t ≤ end ∧ t < ω}. We say that a state
is defined over an interval [start, end] iff end 6= ω. We say that a state is defined over an
interval of the form [start, end) iff end = ω. States that begin at time 0 are called initial
states. Formally, the notion of state is defined as follows:
Definition 3. Given an interpretation I of Σ, s(I) is a state of TD(AD) if each of the
following holds.
• s(I) is a collection of atoms of the form t = y such that tI = y where t and y are
terms of the same sort.
• s(I) is closed under the state constraints of AD.
• If s(I) |= start = t1 and s(I) |= end = t2 then t1 ≤ t2 ∧ t1 < ω.
• If s(I) |= p = λT.f(T ) where p is a fluent of sort process then λT.f(T ) is defined over
the domain {t|startI ≤ t ≤ endI ∧ t < ω}.
• If p is a fluent of sort process and t is a term of sort time then s(I) |= p(t) = x iff
s(I) |= p = λT.f(T ) and λT.f(T )(tI) = x.
Note that states of TD(AD) are guaranteed to be complete and consistent. Later we will
drop parameter I whenever possible.
Definition 4.
• Action a is possible in state s if there is no executability condition impossible a if
lB1 , . . . , l
B
n . of AD such that s |= lBi for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
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• Let a be an action that is possible in state s. By Es(a) we denote the set of all
direct effects of a w.r.t s., i.e. Es(a) = {lB0 |a causes lB0 if lB1 , . . . , lBn ∈ AD ∧ s |=
lBi for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n}. The notion is extended to sets of actions (Es({a1, . . . , ak})
in a natural way.
• Let x, y, and z be elements of sort time such that x ≤ y ≤ z ∧ y < ω and s and s′
be sets of atoms of H. We say that s′ follows s iff s |= {start = x, end = y} and
s′ |= {start = y, end = z}. Given two sets of atoms s and s′, the function Ts(s′) is
defined as follows.
Ts(s
′) =

{start = t1, end = t2} if s′ follows s ∧ {start = t1, end = t2} ⊆ s′
∅ otherwise.
• Given a set S of atoms and a set Z of state constraints of AD the set, CnZ(S), of
consequences of S under Z is the smallest set of atoms (w.r.t set theoretic inclusion)
containing S and closed under Z.
We are now ready to give the key definition of the semantics of H.
Definition 5. A transition diagram TD(AD) is a tuple 〈φ, ψ〉 where
• φ is the set of states.
• ψ is the set of all transitions 〈s, {a1, . . . , ak}, s′〉 such that each of the following holds.
– a is possible in s
– s′ = CnZ(Es({a1, . . . , ak})∪(s∩s′)∪Ts(s′)) where Z is the set of state constraints
of AD.
More information about the syntax and semantics of action language H can be found
in [13].
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2.2 ASP (CASP)
Constraint Answer Set Programming (CASP) [16, 17, 18, 19] extends Answer Set Program-
ming (ASP) [18] with numerical constraints. It retains the non-monotonic nature of ASP,
but enables efficient solving of numerical problems. Terms, atoms, literals are defined as
in logic programming. Logic programming variables are renamed discrete variables. Con-
straints are statements e1 ◦ e2, where e1, e2 are mathematical expressions on numerical
variables, pre-defined mathematical functions and constants; ◦ is a comparison operator
(e.g., =, <). In the version of CASP we consider, which follows [16], a rule is a statement:
h0 ∨ . . . ∨ hk ← l0, . . . , lm,not l′0, . . . ,not l′n.
where h0, . . . , hk are literals or constraints (in the latter case, k = 0) and li, l
′
i are literals.
The intuition is that, if every li holds and there is no reason to believe that any l
′
i hold, then
at least one hi must hold. If the RHS of← is empty, the rule is a fact and← is dropped. If
k = 0 and h0 = ⊥, the rule is a denial, meaning that its conditions must never be satisfied.
An answer set is a set of beliefs following adherence to the rules of a program that do not
contain contradictions or information that is not given by rules of the program. 〈A,α〉 is
an answer set of a program (set of rules) Π iff A is an answer set of Π under the ASP
semantics (treating constraints as non-interpreted atoms) and α is a numerical solution to
the constraints from A. More details can be found in [16].
2.3 Planning with Action Language H
Computation of solutions to problems modelled using action language H relies on a trans-
lation to CASP. Previous work developed a translation of H to CASP for the purposes of
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planning [13]. Other reasoning tasks however, have not been the aim of previous research.
Existing approaches reduce planning to finding answer sets of a corresponding CASP pro-
gram. A plan is a sequence of actions from an initial state to a goal state. Intuitively,
planning is achieved by generating all possible sequences of actions that will end in a goal
state. While generating these sequences, the constraints defined in the CASP program are
used to verify if a sequence is a valid plan. Answer sets encode the sequences that satisfy all
constraints. This type of planning relies on a planning module MP containing the following
rules.
success← goal(I). (2.4)
← not success. (2.5)
o(A, I) ∨ ¬o(A, I)← action(A), step(I), I < n. (2.6)
The module assumes that the CASP encoding contains rules that make goal(I) true when
time step I corresponds to a valid goal state. Rules (2.4) and (2.5) encode the intuition that
failure is not an option, meaning that only plans that successfully meet the goal should be
considered. Rule (2.6) allows the agent to consider all possible actions at each step I < n
where n is the maximimum plan size. More details describing planning in our architecture
can be found in Section 4.2.
2.4 Robot Navigation Scenario
We use the following scenario for illustration throughout the thesis. The robot depicted in
Figure 2.1 must travel to location (150cm, 150cm) from (0cm, 0cm) and can only perform
90◦ turns. The challenge is that all motion actions (move forward, turn left, turn right) are
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durative, so the robot must plan their durations carefully to achieve the desired outcome.1
Let us assume that the robot is capable of instant acceleration to its maximum linear
and angular speeds of 27.29cm/s and 17.33◦/s respectively2. However, the actual speeds
achieved depend on the charge level of the robot’s battery according to the equation Vactual =
Bactual
Bfull
· Vmax, where Bactual is the actual voltage of the battery and Bfull is the voltage
of the battery when it is fully charged. At any time the robot is able to observe its (x, y)
position and angle of rotation. The robot is not capable of observing its battery level. Table
2.1 summarizes the fluents and actions used to encode the domain. We will now introduce
the H encoding.
Fluents Actions
Numerical Discrete
x(r) in progress(r, fwd) start(r, fwd)
y(r) in progress(r, stopped) stop(r, fwd)
angle(r) in progress(r, turn r) start(r, turn r)
battery level(r) in progress(r, turn l) stop(r, turn r)
start(r, turn l)
stop(r, turn l)
Table 2.1: Table of fluents and actions in the robot navigation domain. r denotes the robot.
Recall that the robot is able to move via durative actions move forward, turn right, and
turn left. To represent durative actions we introduce a pair of actions start(A) and stop(A)
corresponding to the beginning and end of any durative action A. We encode whether
1The domain is chosen for illustration only. We do not necessarily advocate using high-level planning
for arbitrary navigation tasks, although it may be appropriate in some cases.
2These values were empirically obtained on a Pioneer P3-AT robot, which we used for our experimental
evaluation.
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the robot is moving using the fluent in progress(r,M) where r is the robot and M is a
movement. M can take the value fwd meaning that the robot is moving forward, turn r
meaning that the robot is turning right, turn l meaning that the robot is turning left, and
stopped meaning that the robot is stopped. The following causal laws capture the effects
of the start actions.
start(r, fwd) causes in progress(r, fwd) if in progress(r, stopped). (2.7)
start(r, turn r) causes in progress(r, turn r) if in progress(r, stopped). (2.8)
start(r, turn l) causes in progress(r, turn l) if in progress(r, stopped). (2.9)
Note that in order to begin any type of movement the robot must not be already moving.
The following casual laws capture the effects of the stop actions.
stop(r, fwd) causes in progress(r, stopped) if in progress(r, fwd). (2.10)
stop(r, turn r) causes in progress(r, stopped) if in progress(r, turn r). (2.11)
stop(r, turn l) causes in progress(r, stopped) if in progress(r, turn l). (2.12)
Intuitively, while the robot is moving, the x position, y position and angle are continuously
updated. The intuition is formalized by the rules:
x(r) = λT.(x(r) + battery level(r) · smax · (T − start) · cos(angle(r)) if in progress(r, fwd).
(2.13)
y(r) = λT.(y(r) + battery level(r) · smax · (T − start) · sin(angle(r)) if in progress(r, fwd).
(2.14)
angle(r) = λT.(angle(r)− battery level(r) · amax · (T − start)) if in progress(r, turn l).
(2.15)
angle(r) = λT.(angle(r) + battery level(r) · amax · (T − start)) if in progress(r, turn r).
(2.16)
where smax is the maximum linear speed and amax is the maximum angular speed. It
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Figure 2.1: Example of the robot scenario
is worth noting the non-linear nature of the laws shown above. Recall that the robot
is able to observe its position but is unable to observe the level of its battery. In this
thesis, we will demonstrate how our approach allows the robot (1) to detect discrepancies
in the outcomes of its actions, even when such outcomes are continuous in nature, (2)
to explain the unexpected outcomes using the model of the domain, ascribing them to
an unexpected battery level, and (3) to estimate such level and take it into account in the
following deliberative processes. As a result, the robot succeeds in adjusting its behavior and
reaching the goal location. All of this is achieved with entirely general-purpose, declarative,
domain models and with domain-independent reasoning modules.
CHAPTER 3: REPRESENTATION
In this chapter we will introduce our translation of action language H to CASP and present
the representation of core reasoning components that we use in our agent architecture.
3.1 Translation of H to CASP
Our translation of H to CASP differs significantly from existing translations with aspects
designed specifically to enable reasoning mechanisms beyond planning, such as execution
monitoring and diagnosis. The CASP formalization consists of rules of the form shown
below, which translate the corresponding laws of language H.
h(l0, I + 1)← h(l1, I), . . . , h(ln, I), o(a, I). (3.1)
← h(l1, I), . . . , h(ln, I), o(a, I). (3.2)
h(l0, I)← h(l1, I), . . . , h(ln, I). (3.3)
v(n, T ) ◦ e(I, T )← within(T, I), h(l1, I), . . . , h(ln, I). (3.4)
ab(n, I)← h(l1, I), . . . , h(ln, I). (3.5)
Above, I is a discrete CASP variable ranging over non-negative integers, representing steps
corresponding to discrete states in the evolution of the domain; T represents absolute time;
l0, . . . , ln are Boolean fluent literals; a is an action; n is a numerical fluent. Atom h(l, i)
states that l holds at step i. Atom o(a, i) states that action a occurs at step i. Numerical
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variable v(n, t) represents the value of numerical fluent n. The values of the start and end
fluents at step i are represented by numerical variables β(i) and (i). Atom within(t, i)
holds if timepoint t falls between β(i) and (i).
Rule (3.1) is the translation of dynamic casual law (2.2), saying that, if action a occurs
when all specified fluent literals hold, then l0 holds in the successor state.
1 Statement (3.2)
is the translation of executability condition (2.3). Statement (3.3) is the translation of state
constraint (2.1) in the case in which l0 from (2.1) is a Boolean fluent literal. The next
two rules are the translation of state constraint (2.1) in the case in which l0 is a numerical
fluent literal of the form n ◦ λT.f(T ). They substantially extend the encodings from [13]
and [7], and support execution monitoring and diagnosis in hybrid domains. Statement
(3.4) establishes the causal link between the premise and the conclusion of (2.1); e(I, T )
is a straightforward mapping of f(T ) into the syntax of CASP, with occurrences of start
replaced by β(I) and of every numerical fluent n′ replaced by v(n′, β(I)). Rule (3.5) is an
exception rule, which accompanies (3.4) and states that, under the given conditions, the
value of the numerical fluent changes within the duration of the state. As an example,
consider the robot scenario introduced in section 2.4 and the H rules defined there. The
CASP counterpart of the H rule (2.13) is:
v(x(r), T ) = v(x(r), β(I)) + v(battery level(r), β(I))·
smax · (T − β(I)) · cos(v(angle(r), β(I)))← h(in progress(r, fwd), I).
ab(x(r), I)← h(in progress(r, fwd), I).
(3.6)
1Representing combinations of Boolean and numerical conditions is possible with more advanced types
of rules, as described in [7].
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The specification is completed by a set Γ of general axioms:
v(n, β(0)) = ν ← assumed(n, ν), not unexpected(n). (3.7)
h(B, I + 1)← h(B, I), not ¬h(B, I + 1). (3.8)
¬h(B, I + 1)← ¬h(B, I),not h(B, I + 1). (3.9)
v(N,T ) = v(N, β(I))← within(T, I), not ab(N, I). (3.10)
v(N, β(I + 1)) = v(N, (I)). (3.11)
within(β(I), I). (3.12)
within((I), I). (3.13)
where variable B ranges over Boolean fluents, N over numerical fluents. (3.7) states that
if a fluent is initially assumed to have a certain value, then the assumption is respected,
unless contrary evidence is provided. (The Boolean variation is similar.) More information
justifying the existence of this law is provided in Section 3.2. (3.8)-(3.9) embody the law
of inertia for Boolean fluents. We call (3.10) the law of intra-state inertia, stating that the
value of N persists within a state unless explicitly changed. This law is blocked by (3.5)
when the value of a fluent is known to change. The next rule states that the value of a
numerical fluent does not change between the end of a step and the beginning of the next.1
The last two axioms specify that the initial and final timepoints of a step are within the
timespan of that step. Given an action description ADH of H, its CASP encoding ADc
consists of Γ together with rules of the forms (3.1)-(3.5) translating the laws of ADH .
1In practice, this rule should be made defeasible as well, but we present it in simplified form for illustration
purposes.
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3.2 Key Concepts for Reasoning
For the purposes of planning, execution monitoring, and diagnosis we must also consider the
representation of the initial state, goal state, histories and hypotheses. In our representation
we assume the existence of a clock capable of providing absolute time corresponding to
timepoints defined in H.
A goal is a set of fluent literals. For example, in our robot navigation scenario, the goal
is formalized as G = {x(r) = 150, y(r) = 150}.
A history HIST is a collection of observations about fluent values and action occur-
rences. We assume that agent actions are fully observable, while the observations about
fluents and exogenous actions may be incomplete. For simplicity, at this stage observations
are assumed to be correct.
Histories are represented by a collection of expressions of the form:
obs(b, ν, i) (3.14)
obs(n, t, i, ν) (3.15)
assumed(n, ν) (3.16)
hpd(a, i) (3.17)
Expression (3.14) states that the truth value of Boolean fluent b was observed to be ν at
step i. Expression (3.15) states that the value of numerical fluent n was observed to be ν
at step i and timepoint t. Expression (3.16) states that numerical fluent n is assumed to
have value ν at timepoint 0 in the initial state. Finally, expression (3.17) states that action
a was observed to happen at step i.
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H defines the initial state as the state which begins at timepoint 0. Similarly, in our
translation to CASP the initial state is the state at step 0 with start timepoint β(0).
A hypothesis is a collection of hypothesis atoms, i.e. statements of the form hyp(a, i)
and unexpected(n), where a is an exogenous action, n is a numerical fluent, and i is a time
step. The first type of statement says that a is hypothesized to have occurred at i, while
the second states that n must initially have had an unexpected value – intuitively, a value
different from the one given by a statement of the form assumed(n, ν) from the history. As
we will see later, hypotheses are used to identify explanations of unexpected observations.
CHAPTER 4: AGENT ARCHITECTURE
4.1 Overall Architecture
Our architecture is based on the agent control loop shown in Algorithm 1. We make the
simplifying assumption that, while the environment may be partially observable, obser-
vations are correct and initial knowledge about Boolean fluents is complete. Note that
these assumptions are consistent with those made in PDDL+ planning and in RAC-based
approaches for hybrid domains.
At the start of the loop, the agent is given a goal and a description of the initial state
in the form of a history. Based on this information, the agent checks whether the current
state satisfies the goal and, if so, the loop terminates. Otherwise, the agent looks for a plan.
Let us revisit the scenario described in Section 2.4. Using our architecture, the robot finds
a plan consisting of the sequence of actions and timepoints shown in Figure 4.1.
Next, the agent performs the first action, start(r, fwd) and proceeds to monitoring its
execution for the duration of the successor state. In the algorithm, (curr step) indicates
the end timepoint of the state. When timepoint 5.5s is reached, the agent, assuming no
unexpected observations are detected, executes the action stop(r, fwd). This pattern of
executing an action, monitoring while executing, and executing the next action continues
until the goal is met or unexpected observations are made. In our architecture, we rely on a
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〈start(r, fwd), 0〉
〈stop(r, fwd), 5.5〉
〈start(r, turn l), 5.5〉
〈stop(r, turn l), 10.7〉
〈start(r, fwd), 10.7〉
〈stop(r, fwd), 16.2〉
Figure 4.1: An example plan for the robot naviagion sceneario.
designer-provided function goal reached that checks if the current state satisfies the goal.
Goal-checking arbitrary continuous valued states is a challenging problem and is outside
the scope of this work. If observations are made that contradict the agent’s expectations,
the function unexpected obs is able to detect that something is wrong and move the agent
loop to diagnosis. During diagnosis, function explain is used to generate explanations
that justify the observations the agent made. After explanations have been found, the
agent replans, leveraging knowledge inferred from the explanations to adjust its behavior
accordingly.
4.2 Planning
In our architecture, we achieve planning by extending the original approach developed for
H and described in Section 2.3.
A plan is a sequence of tuples 〈a, t〉 where a and t are actions and timpoints respectively.
The timepoints in the plan correspond to the time at which the actions are executed. It is
important to note that action execution is instantaneous, with the effects of actions taking
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Input: G: goal; OBS: observations about initial state; ADc (global variable)
unexpected obs := true; // the planner must be run
HIST := OBS; HY P := {}; curr step := 0;
while not goal reached(G,HIST ∪HY P, curr step) do
if unexpected obs then
% Plan
P := plan(HIST ∪HY P, curr step,G);
% Execute part of the plan
〈ACTS, S〉 := pop(P );
control.execute(ACTS);
HIST := update(HIST,ACTS);
% Move to the next state
curr step := curr step+ 1;
% Observe the environment for the duration of the state
unexpected obs := false;
while control.clock() < (curr step) and unexpected obs = false do
HIST := HIST ∪ control.observe(curr step, control.clock());
% Detect and explain any unexpected observations
if unexpected obs(HIST ∪HY P ) then
HY P := explain(HIST,HY P, curr step);
unexpected obs := true;
Algorithm 1: Agent Control Loop
place in the successor state. An example plan using the running robot navigation scenario
can be found in Figure 4.1. This plan says that at the end of step 0, which ends at timepoint
0, start(r, fwd) will be executed. The effect of start(r, fwd), the robot moving forward,
occurs during the duration of step 1. Step 1 ends at time point 5.5, at which time the action
stop(r, fwd) will be executed. This sequence results in the robot moving forward for 5.5
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seconds.
Function plan(H, γ,G)
Input: H: history and hypotheses; γ: current time step; G: goal
λ := 1
repeat
pi = CASP solve(H ∪Gλ ∪MP ∪ADc)
λ := λ+ 1
until pi 6= ⊥;
return extract plan(pi)
Algorithm 2: Function plan
Planning is implemented by function plan, which can be found in Algorithm 2. At the
heart of function plan is the function CASP solve, which reduces planning to computing an
answer set 〈A,α〉 of the CASP program passed as its argument. For planning, such program
is:
HIST ∪HY P ∪Gλ ∪MP ∪ADc.
MP follows the typical structure of ASP planning modules shown in Section 2.3. To find
a shortest plan, we iterate the process while increasing the maximum plan length. More
details on planning using ASP can be found in [7, 13].
An answer set 〈A,α〉 encodes a plan by means of atoms of the form o(a, i) from A and
by the values of the numerical variables of the form (i) in α.
For a better understanding of planning through an example, let us consider the robot
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navigation scenario. Let us suppose that function plan is invoked with
HIST = {obs(x(r), 0, 0, 0), obs(y(r), 0, 0, 0), obs(angle(r), 0, 0, 0), assumed(battery level(r), 100)}
HY P = ∅
γ = 0
G = {x(r) = 150, y(r) = 150}
corresponding to the initial state of our robot navigation scenario. An answer set, 〈A,α〉,
is returned containing:
A = {o(start(r, fwd), 0), o(stop(r, fwd), 1),
o(start(r, turn l), 2), o(stop(r, turn l), 3),
o(start(r, fwd), 4), o(stop(r, fwd), 5)}
α = {(0) = 0, (1) = 5.5, (2) = 5.5
(3) = 10.7, (4) = 10.7, (5) = 16.2}
It is easy to see that this answer set corresponds to the plan found in Figure 4.1. For
instance, o(start(r, turn l), 2) ∈ A and (2) = 5.5 indicate that step 2 of the plan occurs at
timepoint 5.5 and includes an action start(r, turn l). The plan extracted from the answer
set in our example can be summarized as: move forward for 5.5s (reaching (150, 0)), turn
left for 5.2s (corresponding to a 90◦ turn), then move forward for 5.5s (reaching (150, 150)).
It should be noted that concurrent durative actions are allowed in a straightforward
way. In fact, the pair of start and stop actions that signal the beginning and end of a dura-
tive action can be interleaved with those of other durative actions, resulting in concurrent
execution.
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4.3 Execution Monitoring
The Execution Monitoring component is aimed at detecting observations that contradict
the agent’s expectations. This is achieved by matching the history against the transition
diagram that captures the behavior of the environment. Specifically:
Definition 6. A path in a transition diagram TD(ADH) is a model of a history HIST
under hypothesis HY P if it satisfies the following conditions:
1. ∀i σi |= {b = ν | obs(b, ν, i) ∈ HIST}
2. ∀i σi |= {n(t) = ν | obs(n, t, i, ν) ∈ HIST}
3. σ0 |= {n(0) = ν | assumed(n, ν) ∈ HIST ∧ unexpected(n) 6∈ HY P}
4. ∀i ai = {a |hpd(a, i) ∈ HIST} ∪ {a |hyp(a, i) ∈ HY P}
The first two conditions ensure that the observed values of all fluents match the expected
values in the corresponding states and, in the case of the second condition, at the specified
timepoints. The third condition ensures that, in the initial state of a model, all assump-
tions about the values of numerical fluents are respected, except for fluents that the agent
hypothesizes had an unexpected value. The last condition selects only paths whose actions
correspond exactly to the actions that were observed and to those that are hypothesized
to have occurred; that is, the path cannot contain any other actions beyond those listed in
HIST and HY P . We can now state the key condition for execution monitoring:
Definition 7. A history HIST is a symptom of anomalous behavior under hypothesis
HY P if HIST has no model in TD(ADH) under HY P .
Function unexpected obs seen in Algorithm 3 reduces the detection of symptoms to
the task of finding answer sets of suitable programs. The core of the task is the monitoring
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Function unexpected obs(H)
Input: H: history and hypotheses
Output: True if unexpected observations found; False otherwise
if ⊥ = CASP solve(H ∪MM ∪ADc) then
return True
else
return False
Algorithm 3: Function unexpected obs
module, MM , which contains the rules:
← obs(B, true, I),¬h(B, I). (4.1)
← obs(B, false, I), h(B, I). (4.2)
v(N,T ) = V ← obs(N,T, I, V ). (4.3)
within(T, I)← obs(N,T, I, V ). (4.4)
o(A, I)← hpd(A, I). (4.5)
o(A, I)← hyp(A, I). (4.6)
The first two rules encode the reality check axiom from [2], which corresponds to condition 1
of Definition 6 and intuitively state that it is impossible for the observations about Boolean
fluents to contradict the agent’s expectations. We introduce rule (4.3) to act as the counter-
part for numerical fluents of the reality check axiom. It ensures the satisfaction of condition
2 from Definition 6. Intuitively, the rule states that, if n was observed to have value ν at
timepoint t, then this must match the agent’s expectation about the value of the fluent, i.e.
v(n, t) must equal ν. Rule (4.4) ensures that, whenever observations about a timepoint t
are provided, the agent is aware that the timepoint falls within step i. Intuitively, this is
essential to enable rule (3.4) from the encoding of ADH to draw conclusions about the ex-
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Figure 4.2: Example movements of the robot in our navigation scenario
pected values of numerical fluents at timepoints that fall within a state. The last two rules
match condition 4 from Definition 6. It is not difficult to see that the remaining condition
is satisfied by rule (3.7) of the encoding of ADH .
Given a set HIST of observations and a hypothesis HY P , function unexpected obs
detects unexpected observations by checking whether the following CASP program has an
answer set. That is:
Proposition 1. Given an action description ADH , a historyHIST is a symptom of anoma-
lous behavior under hypothesis HY P iff
HIST ∪HY P ∪MM ∪ADc (4.7)
is inconsistent.
Going back to the robot navigation domain, recall that, at a timepoint 5.5s after the
execution of start(fwd), the robot was expected to reach (150, 0). Suppose, however, that
the robot observes that it is at (80, 0), as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Thus, HIST is:
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HIST = {obs(x(r), 0, 0, 0), obs(y(r), 0, 0, 0), obs(angle(r), 0, 0, 0), assumed(battery level(r), 100),
obs(x(r), 5.5, 1, 80), obs(y(r), 5.5, 1, 0), obs(angle(r), 5.5, 1, 0), hpd(start(r, fwd), 0)}.
It is not difficult to see that, with HY P = ∅, (4.7) is inconsistent. In fact, under the
assumption of a full battery, (3.7) and (3.6) yield the conclusion v(x(r), 5.5) = 150, which
contradicts the conclusion v(x(r), 5.5) = 80 drawn from (4.3) and (4.4). Hence, function
unexpected obs returns true to signal the unexpected observations.
Note the importance of within and of the particular structure of (3.6) in enabling the
detection of unexpected observations at arbitrary timepoints. Previous approaches only
allow for reasoning about the values of fluents at the start and at the end of states, and
would thus be unable to achieve the capability demonstrated here. It is also worth stressing
that (4.4) makes it possible to consider only the timepoints for which observations are
available, which curbs the growth of the corresponding ground programs.
This approach can be easily elaborated to accommodate more sophisticated monitoring.
For instance, it is often unrealistic to expect that the observed value of numerical fluents
will match perfectly the agent’s expectations. Thus, rule (4.3) can be replaced by:
v(N,T ) ≥ V −R← obs(N,T, I, V ), error(N,R). (4.8)
v(N,T ) ≤ V +R← obs(N,T, I, V ), error(N,R). (4.9)
¬error(N, 0)← error(N,R), R 6= 0. (4.10)
error(N, 0)← not ¬error(N, 0). (4.11)
The first two rules intuitively state that, if n is observed to have value ν and the measure-
ment error on fluent n is ±r (encoded by an atom error(n, r)), then the agent’s expected
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value for n, v(n, t), must be ν − r ≤ v(n, t) ≤ ν + r. The next two rules state that the
default measurement error is 0. Using this pattern, the approach can easily be extended
further, e.g. by accounting for relative errors.
4.4 Diagnostic Reasoning
Once unexpected observations have been detected, the architecture attempts to explain the
discrepancy.
Definition 8. An explanation of a symptom HIST under a hypothesis HY P is a hy-
pothesis H such that HIST has a model under H. A minimal explanation is one whose
set-theoretic cardinality is minimal among all explanations.
Note that, in the definition, the choice of H is not influenced by HY P . This allows the
agent to backtrack over previous hypotheses, if needed, to explain new findings. However,
it is conceivable that an agent may want to attempt to find explanations that drop as few
of the elements of the current hypothesis as possible, but may add new ones. In more
complex situations, rather than minimizing the number of elements dropped, one may want
to minimize some weight, e.g. a measure of likelihood of the corresponding statements. We
capture this idea with the notion of preferred explanation, given next. In the following,
given a hypothesis HY P , let ≺ be a total ordering of the elements of 2HY P . We also say
that an explanation H of a symptom HIST under hypothesis HY P is seeded by Hs ⊆ HY P
if Hs ⊆ H. Hs is called a seed of the explanation.
Definition 9. A minimal explanation H is a preferred explanation if H is seeded by Hs
and there is no minimal explanation H ′ with a seed H ′s such that Hs ≺ H ′s.
Depending on how ≺ is defined, one can minimize the number of elements of HY P that
are dropped or can, for example, prefer the dropping of the least likely ones.
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When unexpected observations are detected by the execution monitoring component,
Algorithm 1 invokes function explain, shown in Algorithm 4. The function takes in input
the history of the domain and the current hypothesis and finds a preferred explanation.
Ordering ≺ is defined by a user-provided function prioritize. For each seed Hs selected,
explain invokes the CASP solver (function CASP solve) on the CASP program discussed
below to find a hypothesis that includes Hs and explains the observations. As an opti-
mization, if no such hypothesis can be found (∆ = ⊥), the function removes, from the
remaining subsets of HY P , those that can be ruled out based on the failed attempt on Hs.
For instance, it is easy to see that, if Hs did not lead to an explanation, any H
′
s ⊃ Hs can
be dropped. At the core of the diagnostic task is the diagnostic module MD, which consists
Function explain(HIST,HY P, γ)
Input: HIST : history
HY P : current hypotheses
γ: current time step
Output: a set of hypotheses or ⊥ if no explanation exists
HY P space := prioritize(2HY P , HIST );
foreach Hs in HY P space do
∆ = CASP solve(HIST ∪Hs ∪MD ∪ADc);
if ∆ 6= ⊥ then
return extract hyp(∆);
HY P space := remove subsumed(Hs, HY P space);
return ⊥;
Algorithm 4: Function explain
of MM together with the rules:
hyp(E, I) ∨ ¬hyp(E, I)← I < curr step.
unexpected(N) ∨ ¬unexpected(N).
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The first rule states that the agent is allowed to hypothesize the unobserved occurrence
of any exogenous action E at any past step. The second rule allows the agent to consider
exceptions to the assumptions about the initial value of any numerical fluent. An additional
rule (omitted) minimizes the number of atoms hyp(a, i) and unexpected(n).1 The link
between the diagnostic module, function explain and explanations is made explicit by the
following:
Proposition 2.
• Given an action description ADH , H is a minimal explanation of a symptom HIST
under a hypothesis HY P iff H is the set of all hypothesis atoms that occur in an
answer set 〈A,α〉 of
HIST ∪HY P ∪MD ∪ADc. (4.12)
• For every HIST , HY P and γ, explain(HIST,HY P, γ) returns a preferred explana-
tion of HIST under HY P .
To better understand how diagnosis works in our architecture let us recall the robot nav-
igation secneario. Let’s revisit the part of the scenario introduced in Section 4.3 where at
timepoint 5.5s the robot found itself at (80, 0), which caused function unexpected obs to
return true, signaling an anomaly. Given the history:
HIST = {obs(x(r), 0, 0, 0), assumed(battery level(r), 100), obs(x(r), 5.5, 1, 80), hpd(start(r, fwd), 0)}
HY P = ∅, and ≺ coinciding with ⊂, (4.12) yields an answer set 〈A,α〉 such that
unexpected(battery level(r)) ∈ A
stating that the explanation for the unexpected observation is that the battery was ini-
tially not at the assumed level. In fact, if unexpected(battery level(r)) holds, then (3.7)
1This is achieved by the #minimize directive of the underlying clingo solver
(https://sourceforge.net/projects/potassco/files/guide/).
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is blocked and the agent no longer expects to be at (150, 150). Hence, the observation
obs(x(r), 5.5, 1, 80) no longer causes a contradiction.
4.5 Replanning
In the previous section we have shown how our architecture solves the problem of explaining
unexpected observations. But does it allow the robot to have a successful interaction with
the environment when either the environment or the robot are affected by an anomaly?
Previous, related approaches to diagnosis (e.g., [2]) assume that the agent has access to a
repair action, which restores normal operating conditions. What if that is not possible? For
example, in our scenario, what if the agent cannot charge the battery before proceeding?
Our approach provides an elegant solution.
Any model of HIST under a hypothesis HY P includes not only an account of what
may have caused the observed behavior, but also information about how the values of
Boolean and numerical fluents would have been affected. This is the case even for flu-
ents that are not directly observable, such as the battery level. For example, let us con-
tinue with the robot navigation scenario after function explain returned a hypothesis
containing unexpected(battery level(r)). After finding a hypothesis, the agent loop de-
scribed in Algorithm 1 continues. The agent recognizes that unexpected observations were
encountered and it attempts to replan using the function plan. At this stage, HYP is:
{unexpected(battery level(r))}. With this hypothesis and the history:
HIST = {obs(x(r), 0, 0, 0), obs(y(r), 0, 0, 0), obs(angle(r), 0, 0, 0), assumed(battery level(r), 100),
obs(x(r), 5.5, 1, 80), obs(y(r), 5.5, 1, 0), obs(angle(r), 5.5, 1, 0), hpd(start(r, fwd), 0)}
it is not difficult to see that CASP solve returns an answer set, which contains battery level(r) =
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53, meaning that the agent concluded that the initial battery level must have been 53%
rather than 100%. With such an initial battery level, the observed position at timepoint
5.5s is explained. The resulting plan leverages this information and includes corrective ac-
tions. This allows the agent to achieve the goal, which would be otherwise impossible in
the absence of repair actions. Specifically, the following plan is generated:
〈start(r, fwd), 5.5〉
〈stop(r, fwd), 10.3〉
〈start(r, turn l), 10.3〉
〈stop(r, turn l), 20.1〉
〈start(r, fwd), 20.1〉
〈stop(r, fwd), 30.5〉
The plan resumes the forward motion to finally reach (150, 0), then adjusts the duration of
the later turn and move forward actions leveraging the inferred battery level. Our CASP
encoding of H supports this type of inference in a seamless way: In our example, when (3.7)
is blocked, (3.6) allows for inferring the value of v(battery level(r), 1) from the observed
value of v(x(r), 1). Rule (3.11) propagates the value to v(battery level(r), 0).
This concludes the discussion on the theoretical components of our agent architecture.
In the next chapter we will discuss the details of the implementation.
CHAPTER 5: IMPLEMENTATION AND EXPERIMENTS
In this chapter, we will discuss the software used in our implementation of the robot navi-
gation scenario and discuss the architecture of the implementation. We will also describe a
second experiment we performed in simulation. Our implementation was designed to work
both in simulation and on a physical Pioneer robot.
5.1 External Software Components
Our implementation relies on external software for communication between different major
components, low level control of the physical robot, a simulation environment, and finding
answer sets for CASP programs. In this section we will discuss each of the components that
we have leveraged and their application in our work.
5.1.1 ROS: Robot Operating System
The Robot Operating System, ROS [20], is an open source framework and collection of
tools designed to facilitate writing software for robots. One of the most prominent features
that ROS provides is a set of interprocess communication tools. We leverage these tools
and use ROS as a communications infrastructure, allowing us to create and communicate
between different processes for running simulations and controlling physical robots. In the
ROS framework, each process spawned is a rosnode. Rosnodes communicate with each other
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through rostopics and rosservices.
Figure 5.1: The ROS Communication Architecture.
A rostopic is a stream of data consumed using a publish/subscribe model. A rosnode
is able to advertise a topic and publish data to it. Other nodes on the network are then
able to subscribe to the topic and receive messages that are published on it. Similarly,
a node can advertise, a topic then listen and wait for other nodes to publish data to it.
Our implementation leverages rostopics as our main form of interprocess communication
between our control module and ROSARIA. A rosservice is a remote method call from one
node directly to another. Both of these communication devices are shown in Figure 5.1.
5.1.2 ROSARIA and MobileSim
ROSARIA [21] is an open source ROS package encapsulating the functionality of ARIA
within a rosnode. ARIA is a library that provides low level communication and control to
connected MobileRobots devices. In our work we use ROSARIA to communicate with a
Pioneer 3 robot as well as the MobileSim simulator.
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The rosnode that ROSARIA provides acts as an adapter for ARIA, making available
ARIA functionality by subscribing to and publishing on various rostopics. To control the
robot, the node subscribes to messages on the cmd vel topic and updates the velocity of
the robot by the contents of any messages received. While the robot is being controlled,
the node publishes odometry information at a fixed 10Hz rate on the nav msgs/Odometry
topic. These topics allow us to control and receive position data from the robot.
Additionally, ROSARIA allows us to seamlessly communicate with simulators running
locally. When communicating with a simulator, ROSARIA provides the same interface
through rostopics as it does when communicating with a physical robot.
MobileSim [22] is an open source 2D simulator designed to simulate MobileRobots
robots. The simulator is capable of simulating motion, sensor data, odometry informa-
tion, and obstacle collision detection. We use MobileSim to simulate the movement of the
Pioneer, verifying the accuracy of our architecture. An example of the simulation MobileSim
provides can be found in Figure 5.2.
5.1.3 EZCSP
To find answer sets of CASP programs we leverage the ezcsp solver [16]. ezcsp implements
a lazy approach to CASP solving. First, an answer set under the ASP semantics is found,
then the numerical constraints of the resulting solution are checked for consistency. This
abstraction allows us to use various combinations of the underlying ASP and CSP solvers.
The architecture of ezcsp is shown in Fig. 5.3. The boxes in green show the control
flow among modules that implement a lazy approach to CASP solving. The surrounding
dashed box identifies the core of the solver, which takes in input an ezcsp program, re-
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Figure 5.2: Example of MobileSim simulator displaying the execution of our Robot Navigaiton
Scenario.
turns an ezcsp solution, if any, or reports that no solution has been found (both input
and output are presented in grey). We refer to the dashed box as the basic architecture.
The extended architecture, i.e. the whole Fig. 5.3, extends the basic in order to enable
solving problems coming from application domains via CASP and ezcsp. In this context,
starting from a T -problem, expressed by a certain theory T , the goal is to find a T -solution,
or report that no solution exists. The input/output components of the extended architec-
ture are colored in orange, and are outside the solid-line box. The additional modules of
the extended architecture (T2EZCSP Transform, CASP2TExtractor, T2CASP Expansion)
provide transformations from general T -problems to ezcsp programs and from correspond-
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Figure 5.3: ezcsp solver architecture, instantiated for CSP.
ing CASP solutions into T -solutions. In our work, only the basic architecture of ezcsp is
utilized.
5.2 Software Architecture
Our implementation of the agent architecture described in Chapter 4 relies on two mod-
ules: a reasoning module and a control module. The reasoning module is responsible for
implementing the reasoning algorithms from Chapter 4 and for implementing CASP solve
via calls to ezcsp. The control module is responsible for executing high level actions, such
as move forward and turn right, by communicating with ROSARIA and for manipulating
either the robot or the simulation. A diagram presenting the software architecture can be
found in Figure 5.4.
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Figure 5.4: Component Level Architectural Diagram
5.2.1 Reasoning Module
The reasoning module is responsible for implementing the algorithms described in Chapter
4, maintaining the history of execution and observations, and maintaining the current hy-
pothesis. The module provides several functions for reasoning tasks: plan, unexpected obs,
explain, and CASP solve. Each of these is implemented as a Python function.
Function CASP solve provides an adapter for the CASP solver ezcsp. In our imple-
mentation, this is achieved by writing the input programs to files and invoking ezcsp as a
subprocess with those files as input. ezcsp is invoked in such a way as to return a single
answer set, if it exists. CASP solve is also passed an output file path, to which ezcsp writes
the answer set found. When the execution of ezcsp terminates, the function returns an
answer set as a Python list. If ezcsp solver did not find any answer sets, the function
returns None.
The history is maintained by the Python module as a Python list whose elements are of
the form described in Section 3.2. To allow for updating the history, we introduce functions
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update and update obs which are used to update the history with actions and observations
respectively. Finally, the module stores the current hypothesis as another Python list.
Function plan implements Algorithm 2, iteratively increasing the plan length until an
answer set is returned by CASP solve. Function extract plan takes as input an answer set
and returns a plan represented by a list of tuples 〈a, t〉. Function unexpected obs wraps a
call to CASP solve that will return True if an answer set is found and False otherwise, as
described in Algorithm 3.
Function explain is implemented as described in Section 4.4. To extract the hypothesis
from the answer set found by CASP solve, we introduce auxilary function extract hyp.
5.2.2 Control Module
The control module is responsible both for executing high level actions extracted from a
plan generated by the reasoning module and for gathering observations about the position
of the robot. This module is also responsible for the execution of the agent loop described in
Section 4.1. Within this module, we define fuctions startMoveForward, startTurnRight,
startTurnLeft, and stop, corresponding to movement actions in our robot navigation
scenario. The system clock is used as the global clock time in keeping track of the duration
of states. For increased accuracy, the implementation also accounts for the deliberation
time when keeping track of the global clock time.
Control of the robot is achieved by publishing Twist ROS geometry messages on the
cmd vel topic. Messages published to that topic will be received by the ROSARIA node
and used to set the velocity of the robot. Similarly, the control module receives odometry
observations by subscribing to the nav msgs/Odometry topic. These observations are con-
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verted into the form described in Section 4.3 and are used to update the history maintained
by the reasoning module.
5.3 Battery Charging Scenario
In addition to the robot navigation scenario, we evaluated our agent architecture on a second
scenario, described next. This scenario was performed in simulation. Consider a domain in
which a robot needs to charge a battery to full capacity. The robot can pick up the battery,
insert it into a charger, remove it, start and stop the charger. If the battery is faulty, the
robot can also repair it, which can be performed even with the battery in the charger, but
only when charging is stopped. When a functional battery is being charged, its charge level
changes over time according to the equation lv(t) = 100 + e−
t
20 (i − 100), where i is the
initial charge level, t is the charge time, and ex is the exponential function.1 If the battery
is faulty, it may charge faster or slower than normal. Additionally, someone may bump into
the robot at any time, causing the robot to become misaligned with the charger. In that
case, inserting the battery causes a bad connection, and a slower charge rate than nominal.
The robot is not allowed to intentionally charge a badly connected battery. As a remedy
to a bad connection, the robot can remove the battery, which has the additional effect of
realigning the robot. A list of fluents and actions for this domain can be found in Figure
5.5.
The corresponding action description contains the following CASP rules to describe the
effects of charging a battery under different connection states (the corresponding laws of H
1We developed this equation as an approximation of the non-linear charging characteristics of various
kinds batteries, e.g. http://www.ti.com/lit/an/snva557/snva557.pdf.
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Boolean Fluents:
holding(b)
in progress(charging)
in state(χ),∀χ ∈ {connected, badly connected, disconnected}
ok(b)
misaligned(r)
Numerical Fluents:
chargeLevel(b)
Agent Actions:
pick up(b)
insert(b)
remove(b)
start(charge(b))
stop(charge(b))
repair(b)
Exogenous Actions:
fail(b)
bump(r)
Figure 5.5: The Fluents and Actions from the action description of the battery charging
scenario.
are straightforward and, thus, omitted).
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v(lv, T ) = 100+(v(lv, β(I))−100) · exp(−0.05 ·(T−β(I))))←
within(T, I), h(charging, I), ¬h(bad conn, I), h(ok(b), I).
v(lv, T ) < 100+(v(lv, β(I))−100) · exp(−0.05 ·(T−β(I))))←
within(T, I), h(charging, I), h(bad conn, I), h(ok(b), I).
ab(lv, I)← h(charging, I).
The first law describes the charging behavior of a normal battery. The second describes the
behavior of a badly connected battery. The last rule states that, if a battery is charging,
the value of fluent lv may change within the duration of the state. This corresponds to rule
(3.5) from Section 3.1.
Let us consider how the agent copes with an undetected bump. Suppose that, initially,
the battery is discharged, functional, out of the charger and the robot is properly aligned.
The goal is to charge the battery to full capacity. The initial state is encoded by:
HIST = {obs(lv, 0, 0, 0), assumed(ok(b)), obs(in state(disconnected), true, 0),
obs(misaligned(r)), false, 0), obs(holding(b), false, 0)}
The initial hypothesis and goal are represented by:
HY P = ∅
G = {lv = 100}
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At the beginning of Algorithm 1, plan is invoked with the above parameters to find a
plan for charging the battery, which results in the plan:
〈pick up(b), 0〉
〈insert(b), 0〉
〈start(charge(b)), 0〉
〈stop(charge(b)), 272〉
In other words, the agent will pick up the battery, insert it, start the charger, wait 272
time units, and stop the charger. Next, the plan is executed and monitored as speci-
fied in Algorithm 1. Let us suppose that, 45 time units after the execution of the action
start(charge(b)), the robot observes that the charge level is 43. The observation is added
to history HIST in the form of a statement obs(lv, 45, 3, 43), where step 3 corresponds to
the state between action start(charge(b)) and action stop(charge(b)). Next, the algorithm
executes unexpected obs. As can be seen by the formula for charging above, the expected
charge level after 45 units of time for a functioning battery is 89. Hence, it is not difficult
to see that program HIST ∪HY P ∪MM ∪AD is inconsistent. This inconsistency triggers
the execution of explain.
Possible explanations are a battery failure or a bump. Assuming that battery failure is
selected, HY P is updated to include hyp(fail(b), 1) and the agent replans. The new plan
instructs it to stop charging, repair the battery, and resume the charging process. Suppose
that, in reality, the cause of the observed charge rate is a bad connection due to a bump.
Then, when the robot resumes charging and observes the charge level again, it will detect an
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unexpectedly slow charge rate. For instance, it may observe a charge level of 70 at time 45.
History HIST is updated with the new observation, unexpected obs clearly returns True,
and function explain is triggered again. For simplicity, suppose that user-supplied function
prioritize is defined so that it selects the empty set first. In principle, the observations might
be due to a sequence of two battery-fail actions, one of which occurred after the battery
was repaired. On the other hand, both observations of a slow charge rate could be due
to the occurrence of a single bump that went undetected. Because the diagnostic module
finds cardinality-minimal diagnoses, the agent will explain the observation by discarding
the previous hypothesis of a battery failure, and by hypothesizing that a bump occurred.
The answer set returned by explain will then include the literal hyp(bump(r), 0). HY P is
updated accordingly and the agent can now replan. It is not difficult to see that the new
plan will instruct the robot to remove and reinsert the battery, and proceed to charge the
battery. According to the action description, removing and reinserting the battery has the
effect of realigning the battery. Thus, if no other unexpected events occur, the battery will
be eventually charged as expected.
CHAPTER 6: DISCUSSION
In this thesis we have presented an architecture combining planning, execution monitoring,
and diagnostic reasoning for hybrid discrete-continuous domains. We also presented a trans-
lation from action language H to CASP that enables the desired reasoning mechanisms.
Our experiments have shown that our algorithms are capable of reasoning in non-trivial
domains containing non-linear dynamics. We implemented our architecture and used it to
control a physical robot, a task which many proposed agent architectures do not tackle.
In addition to traditional diagnostic reasoning, our architecture also allows for a richer
replanning based on inferences on unobservable numerical fluent induction.
This type of reasoning, akin to learning deserves more investigation to determine its
usefulness on more complicated scenarios. Further work could extend our algorithms to
support reasoning in multi-agent environments. Improved reasoning in multi-agent domains
could bring us one step closer to solving some of the more complicated reasoning problems
that we face in robotics.
Our work fills a gap between reasoning in hybrid domains and reasoning in traditional
discrete domains by providing algorithms for execution monitoring and diagnosis. Our agent
architecture is capable of operating an autonomous agent in realistic hybrid domains and
has the potential to serve as a foundation for more advanced research.
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